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Summary 
 
A workflow combining (1) plane-wave migration (PWM) 
in tilted-coordinates and (2) tomography with an automatic 
picking scheme can reduce turnaround time while 
producing accurate velocity updates. PWM in tilted-
coordinates can image steeply dipping events which can 
help better constraining the velocity model and better 
defining the salt geometry. 
 
Introduction 
 
In tomography, reducing the turnaround time for each 
velocity iteration remains a major challenge. Ideally, we 
would like to have a fast and accurate migration technique 
combined with a fast and accurate tomography. Then, the 
interpreter can spend more time QCing the results and 
make geophysical decisions. With this in mind, we propose 
a workflow combining plane-wave migration (PWM) in 
tilted-coordinates and a tomographic scheme with 
automatic volume-based picking.  
 
PWM has long been recognized as a valuable technique to 
help building velocity models (Whitmore and Garing, 
1993; Ji, 1997; Jiao, 2001):  
 

1. PWM can be very cost-effective compared to shot-
profile or source-receiver migrations. 

2. Gathers indexed as a function of the surface-ray 
parameter exhibit a moveout whenever the velocity 
is not correct. 

3. These gathers (that we call p-gathers) are generated 
naturally at no extra cost within the migration 
process. 

4. Fewer plane-waves can be used during the velocity 
iterations than during the final migration. 

 
On top of these properties, PWM in tilted-coordinates can 
help imaging steeply dipping events, and thus provide 
better images in complex media and better velocity models 
(Etgen, 2002; Shan and Biondi, 2007). 
 
For the tomography, we propose using an automatic 
volume-based picking scheme. This approach selects the 
reflection points used for (1) the backprojection raypaths 
and (2) the residual velocities. With this approach, the 
picking becomes less labor intensive and less biased. It also 
uses much more data than is commonly used in manual 
picking approaches, thus increasing the robustness of the 

inversion (Bevc et al., 2006a; Bevc et al., 2006b). We 
present our workflow in the next sections and will present 
inversion results using the BP benchmark data (Billette and 
Brandsberg Dhal, 2005).  
 
PWM in tilted-coordinates 
 
PWM in tilted-coordinates is a fast and accurate imaging 
technique suitable for complex geology (Shan and Biondi, 
2007). Whereas PWM utilizes a Cartesian mesh that does 
not change for each plane-wave, PWM in tilted-coordinates 
rotates the propagation grid according to the surface-ray 
parameter of the plane-wave such that the direction of 
propagation and extrapolation are closer to each other. This 
property allows the imaging of turning event when one-way 
propagators are used for the wavefield extrapolation. To 
illustrate this property, we show in Figure 1 the result of 
PWM in tilted-coordinates for the BP model. The salt 
flanks are well imaged. This property can help us better 
defining the salt geometry and better constraining the 
velocity model by using information coming from steeply-
dipping events. 
 

Figure 1: Migration result with PWM in tilted-
coordinates. The salt-flanks are well imaged. 

 
Tomography 
 
For migration velocity analysis, residual moveout in the p-
gathers is parameterized as a residual velocity by fitting a 
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reflection event in a gather by semblance analysis (Jiao, 
2001). The velocity model is then updated by raytracing 
tomography applying a global approach to calculating the 
residual traveltime (Ji, 1995). Backprojection points for the 
tomographic inversion can be chosen by selecting 
individual reflection points based on local dip (i.e. 
reflector) coherence and semblance strength (i.e. reflection 
event coherence). This approach requires an automated 
process to select backprojection points (Fliedner et al, 
2003; Clapp, 2001; Clapp et al, 1998) and starts with the 
calculation of a dip field from the stacked migrated image.  
In this paper, we use the approach that Fomel  (2002) for its 
accuracy and performances: it achieves a sharp delineation 
of reflectors, as well as a smooth dip field (by applying 
increasing smoothing filters). 
 
Selecting backprojection points independent of manually 
picked horizons involves calculating the best single dip in a 
window and the coherency of the dip by iterative 
application of plane-wave destruction filters (Claerbout, 
1992).  Points that satisfy specified criteria such as dip 
coherence, amplitude, semblance strength, and distance 
from other points and the edges of the image are selected as 
backprojection points.  This method allows for an even 
distribution of backprojection points in the absence of 
strong geological boundaries (reflectors) that define the 
velocity model. Therefore, we present a method to 
significantly reduce the need for manual horizon picking. 
The method calculates a dip field and coherency from a 
migrated image by using a plane-wave estimator.  The dip 
estimate is then refined and backprojection points are 
automatically selected based on dip coherency and 
semblance strength. 
 
 In the next section, we illustrate our flow using the BP 
benchmark model. We demonstrate that our proposed 
strategy yields improved velocity models. 
 
Example 
 
To illustrate our method, we first started by creating a 
velocity model derived from the 2D BP benchmark model. 
In this starting model, we removed the salt and replaced it 
with sediment velocity.  The salt was removed because its 
position is usually unknown with field data, and it affects 
the ray tracing. Then, we increased the velocity everywhere 
by 20%, except in the water column where the velocity is 
assumed to be known. Figure 2 displays the resulting 
velocity model. Being a scaled version of the original 
model (without salt), all the main features are still present 
(e.g., the low velocity anomalies at X=50km). 
 
For the PWM, we generated 200 plane-waves ranging from 
-49o to +49o . These plane-waves were generated from split-
spread gathers synthesized using reciprocity. Note that in 

the following examples, surface-related multiples are still 
present in the data. This will have a strong influence in the 
final model and should be taken care of before migration 
with an appropriate multiple-elimination method. We show 
in Figure 3 a p-gather at X=55km when the wrong and 
correct velocity are used. With the wrong velocity (Figure 
3b), moveout is present. This information will help us 
updating the velocity model with our proposed 
tomographic scheme. 
 

 
Figure 2: Modified velocity model used as a starting guess. 
 

 
Figure 3:  p-gather at X=55km with (a) the correct velocity 
(120%) and (b) the wrong velocity. 

-49o            (b)          +49o-49o           (a)          +49o
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As stated before, we use the p-gathers (e.g., Figure 3a) to 
extract the residual velocity. Then we extract the 
backprojection point thanks to our automated picking 
procedure by analyzing the migrated image. The result of 
the automated procedure is displayed in Figure 4. Note that 
we have many backprojection points than we would 
normally pick manually. At each point, a small bar is 
aligned with the reflector, thus giving us the opportunity to 
QC the estimated dips. The color corresponds to the 
residual velocity picked in the semblance panels. Picks in 
the neighborhood of the strong water-bottom multiple are 
not incorporated in our inversion. 
 

 
Figure 4: Result of the automated picking procedure. Each 
point is selected automatically and the color is a function of 
the residual velocity. These panels are shown for (a) the 
first iteration and (b) the second iteration. After the first 
update the salt flank start appearing. 

 
Note that some multiples have been picked as well because 
they were not properly removed before the migration. Once 
the backprojection points are selected and the residual 
velocity is estimated, we are left with the tomographic 
inversion. Here, we updated the velocity model twice 
corresponding to two non-linear iterations. The updated 
velocity models after the 2 updates are displayed in Figures 
5c and 5d. 
 

 
Figure 5: In this Figure, the location of the salt body is 
indicated by a mask (dark blue color), although the 
inversions are done without salt (see Figure 2). Figure 5a 
shows the exact velocity model (the answer), 5b the starting 
velocity model, 5c the velocity model after the 1st non-
linear iteration, and 5d the velocity model after the 2nd non-
linear iteration. 

(a): The answer 

(a): Iteration 0 

WB multiple 
(b): Initial model 

(c): Iteration 1 

(b): Iteration 1 

WB multiple 
(d): Iteration 2 

 
Although the migration was done without salt, we 
superimposed the location of the salt in all four panels.  
Figure 5a shows the answer and 5b the initial velocity 
model. After the 2nd non-linear iteration, the velocity 
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decreases everywhere to match the answer (Figure 5a) 
better. This proves that our scheme converges toward the 
right solution. The improvements in the velocity model are 
seen in the migrated images obtained with the velocity 
updates. Figure 6b and 6c show the migration results after 
the 1st and 2nd iteration, respectively: the top salt focuses 
better.  
 

 
Figure 6: Migration results with (a) the initial velocity 
model of Figure 2, the velocity model after the first (b) and 
second (update), Note that the top-salt events are focusing 
better 
 
We show the p-gathers for X=55km in Figure 7 after the 1st 
and 2nd iteration. These gathers are at the same location as 
the ones in Figure 3. We see the events are getting flatter as 
we increase the number of iterations. The proposed method 
works and yield accurate velocity updates. More iterations, 

as well as salt picking, would be necessary to achieve better 
flattening. On top of this, multiples would need to be 
attenuated as well. 
  

 
Figure 7: p-gathers at X=55km obtained after (a) the first 
and (b) second update. 

(a): Iteration 1 (b): Iteration 2 

(a): Iteration 0 

(b): Iteration 1 

 
(c): Iteration 2 Conclusions 

 
We presented a fast velocity estimation workflow which 
combines plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates and a 
tomography with automatic picking. Used together, these 
tools can estimate the velocity model reliably with fast 
turnarounds. The plane-wave migration in tilted 
coordinates can bring valuable information to the process 
by being able to image steeply-dipping events. These 
events can help constraining the velocity model and the salt 
geometry better. The automatic picking approach, based on 
a dip estimation scheme with local plane-waves, can reduce 
biases and increase stability. Both tools proved quite 
successful with the challenging BP synthetic model. 
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